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The safe movement of a patient 
 
Key point: The dignity of patients should also be considered at all times. It is, therefore, vital 
that the patient’s wishes are taken into account along with effective communication skills to 
maintain patient compliance and comfort. 
 
Step 
1 Assess the task (see section on risk management)  

 Ask, ‘Do I need to make this move?’  

 Plan the moveIs equipment required?  

 Prepare the area  

2 Communicate; with any other handler involved, with the patient  

 ‘1, 2, 3,’ should not be used as a command, as confusion might occur. 
Instead, the team leader can ask, ‘Are you ready?’ and then give an 
already agreed command that also reminds you of the movement, for 
example, ‘Relax, knees, and head.’ 

 

3 Relax the muscles  

4 Maintain a stable base  

 Position the feet slightly apart, with the lead foot pointing in the direction 
of movement 

 

 During the move the feet should move to maintain this position  

5 Lower your centre of gravity  

 Loosen the knees (do not bend them too much, just squeeze them and 
then relax) 

 

6 Keep your spine in line:  

 Maintain the spine’s natural curvature  

 Avoid twisting or bending sideways  

 When viewed from the side, the spine should show normal curves that 
form an S shape (see Figs 2.3 and 2.4) 

 

7 Keep the load close to your body (centre of gravity)  

 Points of contact with another person should be on their trunk where 
possible 

 

8 Move your head in an upward direction when moving and hold your chin 
in 

 

9 Apply the force to the direction you want to move  

10 Make the ‘levers’ of your arms as short as possible. Elbows should be 
close to the body and not jutting out 

 

11 Maintain an appropriate hold depending on the size and weight of the 
clientYou should use indirect, palmar holds, and stroking, that is, do not 
grip, see Fig. 2.5 

 

12 Use your major muscle groups for effort  

 


